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Abstract. Current online public opinion analysis systems can explore
lots of hot events and present the public emotion distribution for each
event, which are useful for the governments and companies. However,
the public emotion distributions are just the shallow analysis of the
hot events, more and more people want to know the hidden causation behind the emotion distributions. Thus, this paper presents a deep
Event-Emotion analysis system on Microblogs to reveal what causes different emotions of a hot event. We here use several related sub-events
to describe a hot event in diﬀerent perspectives, accordingly these subevents combined with their diﬀerent emotion distributions can be used
to explain the total emotion distribution of a hot event. Experiments
on 15 hot events show that the above idea is reasonable to exploit the
emotion causation and can help people better understand the evolution
of the hot event. Furthermore, this deep Event-Emotion analysis system
also tracks the amount treads and emotion treads of the hot event, and
presents the deep analysis based on the user proﬁle.
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Introduction

Nowadays, the social media (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, Sina Microblog, Dianping)
signiﬁcantly inﬂuence our life. A large number of users are involved in the activities on the social media, such as posting a tweet or image, commenting on a
hot event and so on. Thus the Web contains a considerable amount of usergenerated content that describes the opinions of customers regarding the events
in the form of reviews, blogs, tweets, and so on. These reviews are valuable for
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assisting governments in social management, helping customers in making purchasing decisions and for guiding companies in pursuing their business activities.
However, browsing the extensive collection of available reviews to search for useful information is a time-consuming and tedious task. Therefore, automatically
analyzing and processing the reviews, such as detecting and tracking the hot
event, analyzing the public emotion distributions of a hot event, is necessary.
To date, many online public opinion analysis systems are built to exploit the
hot events that people focus on and to present the public emotion distributions for
each hot event. For example, a search-based demonstration system, called MemeTube [7], is presented to summarize the sentiments of microblog messages in an
audiovisual manner. C-Feel-It [6] is another system which can categorizes tweets
pertaining to a search string as positive, negative or objective and gives an aggregate sentiment score that represents a sentiment snapshot for a search string.
Social Event Radar [5] is a new social networking-based service platform, that
aim to alert as well as monitor any merchandise ﬂaws, food-safety related issues,
unexpected eruption of diseases or campaign issues towards to the Government.
Although so many applications can provide the hot events and their related
emotion distributions, there is no system showing the reasons what causes the
emotion distributions. Apparently, exploiting the emotion causations hidden
behind the hot event is more valuable and important for the governments and
companies, compraring to just exploring the emotion distributions of a hot event.
For example, Figure 1 is an example representation of the emotion distributions
(Ebola virus). Many people want to know why some
for a hot event
(happy) about “Ebola virus” which people actually feel fear and
people are
sad about. In this paper, we propose a new and important task, emotion causation analysis, which aims to reveal the causations that are hidden behind the
total emotion distribution (such as the distribution in Figure 1) of a hot event.

Fig. 1. Example of the emotion distribution for a hot event
virus).

(Ebola

What can be used to represent the emotion causation is the key question for
emotion causation analysis. We use the sub-events extracted from the Hashtags of
the hot event to represent the emotion causation. For example, we can use the sub(“Appearance of Ebola virus”) to explain why so many
event
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people feel fear, and use the sub-event
(“success of vaccine study”)
to explain why there is “happy” emotion appearing in the emotion distribution.
To extract the sub-events of the hot event, a hierarchical clustering method is
applied. Then, we can classify all the hot event related microblogs into these subevents. The extracted sub-events combined with their new emotion distributions
can be used to reveal the reasons that causes the total emotion distribution of
the hot event. For example, the two diﬀerent emotion distributions in Figure 2
corresponds to two sub-events of the hot event “Ebola virus”. The left one is the
“Appearance of Ebola virus” sub-event, in which the most prominent emotion is
“fear”. Thus this sub-event can explain the “fear” emotion in the total emotion
distributions in Figure 1. The right one in Figure 2(b) is the “success of vaccine
study” sub-event, in which the most prominent emotion is “happy”. So this subevent can explain why there is “happy” emotion for the event “Ebola virus”.

Fig. 2. Diﬀerent emotion distributions for two sub-event of the hot event
(Ebola virus).

We analyze 15 hot events (e.g., “MERS virus”, “QingAn shooting”), including more than one million microblogs. We observe that using the sub-events
and their emotion distributions is a good way to exploit the hidden causation
of the public emotion distributions of a hot event. Experiments on the 15 hot
events show that the hierarchical clustering based sub-event extraction method
can achieve an accuracy of 66.7%, which can reveal most of the reasons. Besides,
the deep Event-Emotion analysis system also tracks the hot events over time
and displays various results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
framework of the Event-Emotion analysis system. Section 3 presents the experiments and results. Section 4 introduces the related work. Finally we conclude
this paper in Section 5.

2

Framework of Event-Emotion Analysis System

Event-Emotion analysis system can be divided into several steps, namely,
microblog fetcher, hot event detection, emotion predictor, emotion causation
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analysis, other analysis result display. Since microblog fetcher, hot event detection and emotion predictor are the techniques that are usually used in the related
systems shown in Section 4, we will brieﬂy introduce them. Specially, emotion
causation analysis related steps, including emotion causation detection and causation related microblog collection, are new proposed tasks. We will introduce
them in detail.
2.1

Microblog Fetcher

We crawl and store about 120 messages each second because the Sina Weibo
API allows only the retrieval of a subset of messages. Thus we can store about
4,000,000 messages each day. The format for each microblog we record is shown
in Table 2. We mainly use the microblog contents to exploit the hot events and
their emotion distributions. The other information, such as the “User ID” or
the “Sex”, can be summarized as the user proﬁle, which can be used to display
various analysis results. For example, we can use the sex information to observe
the diﬀerent emotion distributions towards a hot event when the users are all
female or male.
Table 1. Microblog format.

2.2

Hot Event Detection

Because of the characteristics of microblogging, detecting hot event in social
media is diﬀerent from detecting them from news, which has been studied in the
previous work [1,3]. Messages that report such event are usually teemed with
meaningless “babbles.” Moreover, event detection algorithm should be scalable
given the sheer amount of messages [13]. Considering the above works, the task
of hot event detection in this study contains the following steps:
– Event Detection: Considering that hashtags can cover almost all events,
hashtags that appear in the messages can be extracted after a ﬁltering model
as the event set. The biggest advantage of using hashtags as events is that
hashtags themselves are perfectly organized, topic-related phrases, which
are short, simple, and easy-to-understand. They are much more easy and
accurate than the phrases extracted from the main body of the messages.
– Event Clustering: The events (hashtags) are sponsored by diﬀerent users.
Thus, some events describe the same issues. Event clustering aims to solve
this problem by clustering the events into diﬀerent clusters. And each cluster
is factually a meaningful event.
– Event Popularity Ranking: Each event cluster has diﬀerent popularity.
To exploit the hot events, the event clusters should be ranked according to
their popularity. Then we can extract the top events as the hot events.
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Emotion Predictor

Five kinds of emotions are used to tag the sentiments of the messages, namely,
“happy,” “sad,” “surprise,” “angry,” and “fear”. This task aims to classify each
message into one of the ﬁve emotions. Many researchers focused on the emotion
classiﬁcation task [9], which is a typical task in the sentiment analysis.
Among all the algorithms on this task, machine learning based method is the
most eﬀective one. In our Event-Emotion analysis system, we use the features of
the best system in the “Sentiment analysis in twitter” task in SemEval [9,12] and
the word embedding features. We trained a SVM model based on these features
to predict the emotion for each microblog.
Figure 3 shows the total emotion distribution for the hot event “QingAn
Shooting”, in which diﬀerent color refers to diﬀerent emotion. We can ﬁnd that
many people feel “angry” and “sad” about this event. This is reasonable. However, there are still some people who feel “happy” about this event. This is very
intriguing and worth exploring.

Fig. 3. The total emotion distribution for the hot event “QingAn Shooting”.

2.4

Emotion Causation Analysis

What is Used as the Emotion Causation
The ﬁrst necessary question that needs to be solved is what should be used as
the emotion causation. One obvious way is to use some key words to represent
the emotion causation. For example, MoodLens system [15] extracted the top 5
bi-gram terms of high frequency to detect the abnormal event, which is a little
similar to the emotion causation task. However, the key words are hard to be
understood by users, if the users do not know the background of the events.
Thus, using the key words as the emotion causation is not a good way.
Instead, we observe that the diﬀerent emotions for a same hot event are
caused by some sub-events. In detail, most of the hot events can last for several
days and can derive several related sub-events. The public emotion for the hot
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event can change with the evolution of the sub-events, such as the examples in
Figure 1 and Figure 2. Based on the above, using the sub-events as the emotion
causation looks like a good way. Therefore, the emotion causation analysis can be
converted to exploit the sub-events and obtain all the related microblogs for each
sub-event. Finally, the sub-events combined with their emotion distributions can
be used to reveal the hidden emotion causation of the hot event.
In summary, the emotion causation analysis can be divided into two subtasks:
Sub-event Detection and Sub-event related Microblogs Collection.
Sub-event Detection
Similar to the event detection task in Section 2.2, we also extract some typical
hashtags to represent the sub-events, since the hashtag is user-generated content
and easy to understand. Thus the sub-event detection can also be considered as
a clustering task. We can use various kinds of clustering algorithms. This paper
employs hierarchical clustering algorithm as a case of study. Similarity computation between two hashtags is the key technique during the clustering process.
We can initially segment the hashtag and use a word vector to represent each
(Ebola),
(virus)
hashtag. For example, we can use the words
(Appear(appearance) to represent the hashtag
and
ance of Ebola virus). Then, we use the cosine similarity computation method to
compute the similarity between two hashtags. Finally, we conduct hierarchical
clustering algorithm based on the similarity matrix.
However, the mere use of words that appear in the hashtag to compute
similarities is insuﬃcient because the hashtag contains only a few words, which
are so sparse for clustering. We therefore introduce the background knowledge
for each hashtag to alleviate these problems. This means that we can use more
knowledge to compute the similarity between two hashtags besides their literal
similarity. This idea is based on the hypothesis that the background knowledge
of two similar hashtags is similar. This paper expands the background knowledge
for each hashtag by importing all the messages that contain the hashtag.

Fig. 4. Sub-events extracted for the hot event “QingAn Shooting”.
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The hierarchical clustering algorithm is conducted based on this similarity.
First, we suppose each hashtag as a cluster, noted as c1 , ..., ci , ..., cn . Next, we
compute the similarity between each pair of clusters. If the similarity between ci
and cj is the maximum and greater than a threshold θ, ci and cj are merged into a
new cluster. The process is repeated until the amount of the clusters remains constant. Finally, each cluster can be considered as a sub-event. We simply rank the
clusters according to their messages and capture the top n clusters as the typical
sub-events. We use the longest hashtag in the cluster to represent the sub-event.
Figure 4 shows the ﬁve extracted sub-events for the hot event “QingAn Shooting”, in which diﬀerent color refers to diﬀerent sub-event.
Sub-event Related Microblogs Collection
When we get the top clusters as the sub-events of the hot event, there are also
many clusters left. Since lots of them are related to the sub-events, we need to
classify these clusters into the sub-events. In this step, we adopt a simple method
of training a classiﬁer based on bag-of-words to classify the left clusters. Then
we can obtain all the related microblogs for each sub-event.

Fig. 5. Emotion causations for the hot event “QingAn Shooting”.
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Table 2. Statistics of 15 hot events.

After the above two steps, we can analyze the emotion distribution for each
sub-event using the algorithm in Section 2.3. Thus the sub-events combined with
their emotion distributions can help the public realize the causations hidden
behind each emotion of the hot event. Figure 5 shows the ﬁve emotion distributions of the ﬁve sub-events to reveal emotion causations hidden in the hot
(QingAn Shooting). For example, the third emotion distrievent
bution in Figure 5 denotes that most people feel “happy” towards the sub-event
(destroy the oﬃcialdom). This can explain
why the “happy” emotion takes on not small proportion in the total emotion
(QingAn Shooting) in Figure 3.
distribution of
2.5

Other Analysis Result Display

The Event-Emotion analysis system can also provide other deep analysis results.
For example, it can track the trends of the microblog accounts, the trends of
emotion distributions, the province ranking according to microblog accounts,
some typical examples for each emotion, and some interesting analysis based on
the user proﬁle and event keywords. These visualization results can be found in
http://qx.8wss.com/zkmap.com.

3

Experiments

In this part, we just have conducted the experiments on the emotion causation
analysis task. The reason is that the hot event detection and emotion analysis
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are both popular tasks in natural language processing, lots of researchers have
focused on these tasks and lots of algorithms are studied and compared. We just
adopt the-state-of-the-art method to complete the two steps. In comparison, the
emotion causation analysis task is ﬁrstly proposed in this paper.
3.1

Dataset

We collect 15 hot events in the recent half years, the statistics of which are
listed in Table 1. We can ﬁnd that these events are all discussed and commented
by millions of people. And meanwhile, each hot event contains thousands of
hashtags, it is possible to detect the sub-events from these hashtags.
3.2

Results of the Emotion Causation Analysis

We use two steps, sub-event detection and sub-event related microblogs collection
to analyze the emotion causation hidden in a hot event.
Table 3. Performance of sub-event detection.
Method
P@5
Sub-event detection 66.7%

A hierarchical clustering based method is used to detect the sub-events.
Table 3 shows the performance, which can reach an accuracy of 66.7%. Table 4
illustrates two hot events and their detected sub-events, where the standard subevents are manually annotated. We can observe that most detected sub-events
are correct causations.
In the sub-event related microblogs collection step, a simple classiﬁer is used.
Experiments show that we can obtain an average F-score of 68.74%, which is
not high enough.
Table 4. Examples of detected sub-events.
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It should be noted that this paper aims to try some simple algorithms for
each step to validate the idea of using sub-events combined with their emotion
distributions to explain the emotion causation of a hot event. Although the
performance for each step is not very ideal, the treads or the ratios of the ﬁve
emotions for a hot event are reasonable. We will still polish every step of our
framework in future.

4

Related Work

A major contribution of Web 2.0 is the explosive rise of user-generated content.
The importance of social media is constantly growing. Lots of systems or platforms are constructed to share mainstream media news and comment on the
related events. In this manner, readers can follow the main events happening
in the world, both from the perspective of mainstream as well as social media
and the public’s perception on them. Balahur et al. [4] build a system that links
the main events detected from clusters of newspaper articles to tweets related
to them, detects complementary information sources from the links they contain
and subsequently applies sentiment analysis to classify them into positive, negative and neutral. Hsieh et al. [5] propose a Social Event Radar platform, which is
used as a realtime risk control management technology to assist monitoring huge
amount of new media related information and giving a warning for utility users’
sake in eﬃciency way. Joshi et al. [6] build a C-Feel-It platform, which is a webbased system predicting sentiment in microblogs on Twitter. Li et al. [7] build
a sentiment-based audiovisual system, which is called MemeTube, to recognize
the sentiments of messages and display related music melody. Zhao et al. [14]
present a Social Sentiment Sensor (SSS) system on Sina Weibo to detect daily
hot topics and analyze the sentiment distributions toward these topics. Osborne
et al. [10] introduce ReDites, a system for realtime event detection, tracking,
monitoring and visualization.
From all the related systems, we can observe that topic detection/tracking
and sentiment analysis are two key techniques. Topic detection and tracking
(TDT) [2,16] refers to the automatic techniques for ﬁnding topically related
material in streams of data (e.g., newswire or social media data), in which topic
detection involves detecting the occurrence of a new event such as a plane crash,
a murder, a jury trial result, or apolitical scandal in a stream of news stories
from multiple sources, and topic tracking is the process of monitoring a stream of
news stories to ﬁnd those that track (or discuss) the same event as one speciﬁed
by a user. Sentiment analysis (also known as opinion mining) [8,11] aims to
determine the attitude of a speaker or a writer with respect to some topic or the
overall contextual polarity of a document.
For both techniques, lots of related algorithms have been exploited. They are
indeed very useful and important in many social media applications. However, to
date, almost all the public opinion analysis results are the emotion or sentiment
orientation (“like” or “dislike”) distributions for the hot events, which can be
considered as kind of shallow analysis of the hot events. More and more people
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want to know the hidden causation behind the emotion distributions. Unfortunately, no system is built to automatically analyze the causation of the hot
event emotion distribution. Thus in our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to propose
the emotion causation analysis task and focus on this task.

5

Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we present an Event-Emotion analysis system. Diﬀerent from other
public opinion analysis systems, our Event-Emotion system can not only show
the hot events and their public emotion distributions like other common systems,
but also reveal what causes these emotion distributions. The main contributions
of this paper can be concluded as follows:
– We are the ﬁrst to propose the emotion causation analysis task, which can
help the users deeply analyze the social media.
– We propose to use the sub-events combined with their emotion distributions to represent the emotion causation. Experiments show that this idea
is reasonable.
– We built a Chinese public opinion analysis system: Event-Emotion system,
which fused the deep emotion causation analysis.
Although we have designed and built the architecture of the Event-Emotion
system, the performance for each technique in this system is not ideal enough.
As future work, we would like to polish each technique to make the system more
practical.
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